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On average, an Australian creates 2.2t of 

waste every year. 
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Waste generation has increased 40% 

faster than population



Coffee Cups – some 

background

The coffee retail industry (i.e. cafes) has almost 

doubled in the past decade and is now worth 

over $3.2 billion each year. 

But the disposable coffee cup hasn’t changed…

and we’re now using over 1 billion coffee cups 

per year. 

Coffee cups are lined with plastic that makes 

them difficult to recycle in conventional paper  

recycling systems. 

For the most part, recyclers of paper either 

cannot, or, will not recycle coffee cups. 

The industry... … & the problem
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Lorum ipsum is simply 

typsetting text today.

Lorum ipsum is simply dummy text of the 

printing and typesetting industry. Lorum Ipsum

has been the industry’s standard dummy text.

Lorum ipsum is simply dummy text of the 

printing and typesetting industry. Lorum ipsum

has been the industry’s standard dummy text.
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So who is responsible for this 

waste?



Polluter Pays

Making the individual or organisation that 

pollutes responsible for the environmental 

damage it causes (or at a minimum, the cost 

required to clean it up). 

But can we track down the people littering or 

disposing of coffee cups? 

Moving the cost of the environmental burden up 

the supply chain – incorporate externalities into 

the purchase costs of an item. 

These programs can be industry led or 

government led and should aim to reduce end of 

life waste.
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Extended Producer Responsibility

Economic instruments for 

change



The recycling challenge

Is a separated stream for coffee cups realistic? 

So, how can we incorporate coffee cups into 

existing paper & card recycling technologies and 

collection infrastructure?

Given cups must be virgin fibre – have we really 

solved the problem?

Recycling may reduce cups going to landfill –

but the primary environmental impact of the 

product is in its construction.

On a systems level we need to address:

• Input materials to the cups – can we change 

food regulations? 

• Consumer behaviour

Recycling cups The real impact



Disposable Culture.



Coffee cups a small part of our waste issue? 

Are we missing an opportunity 

here? 



Producer Responsibility

In New Zealand, tobacco companies provide a 

over 25% of Keep New Zealand Beautiful 

funding.  

Cigarette butts responsibility is contested, but 

also provides an alternate approach to producer 

responsibility focusing on behavior change (and 

recycling). 

Could coffee cups be a part of 

solving a far bigger issue? 



Would producers 

advocate against the use 

of their own products? 

Could a levy be applied to the import/production 

of cups in Australia? 

Revenue used for education & researching end 

of life treatment, design of alternatives. 

Increased cost would enable cafes to incentivise

reuse by customers.

How could coffee cups 

be used to raise 

awareness about other 

icons of disposable 

culture? 

Straws, plastic bags, cutlery, 

packaging etc. 



Achieving Behavioural 

Change

City of Sydney funding programs to reduce 

single cup usage with Responsible Cafes. 

Could we leverage broader involvement from 

industry? 

People power & the age of social media.

Conscious Consumerism

Behavioural change is 

never easy – but if 

anything has a chance, 

it’s coffee cups, and it’s 

time is now!
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